
!"#$% & '"$% Description

! "#$ The #%&'(  of the )$""%)$ .

*+,#$ Collar: at the head of the -"+)% , next the the ".//%  with the -"+0% .

*+)+1% The fine edge line of the )$""%)$ .

2% The cutting edge of the sword.

2%34%)$ The extreme point of the edge.

2%0%)$ Ferrule: at the base of the blade, ensures a snug fit with the scabbard.

2%&'( The border of the #%  (the tempered cutting area at the edge) and 
#%1%35$ .

2$ Grooves in the blade.

2$1%36$ The curved surface between the #%&'(  and the "#$('7$ .

8'1$ The top line of the &+(. .

9%&$ The blade, the part that fits into the "%:% .

9$""%)$ The top part of the sword.

9'34#$('7$ The extension of the "#$('7$  at the tip.

9'$7+,#$ Scabbard opening -- literally "carp's mouth".

9'5$1$ The end of the scabbard.

 or 9'"#$1%. The sword mountings or fittings.

;%,#$ The notches that divide )%&$  from (%)%7' . Edge side =  #%3
&%,#$ ; back side =  &+(.3&%,#$ .

;.)+7$ The peg that holds the hilt and tang together.

;.)+7$3<(% The hole in the tang and hilt for the &.)+7$=

;$&$ Literally "ear". The rim of the -"+0% .

;$-"+39%)% The intersection point of the :')'-. , "#$('7$  and )'3"#$('7$ .

;'( 3>,#$ The main cutting area, about 10cm below the :')'-. .

;+(. The back of the blade.

;+(.34%)$ The point of the &+(.  at the )$""%)$ .

?%)%7' The tang.



?%)%7'3<(% The hole in the center of the guard that passes over the tang of the 
sword.

?%)%7'36$1$ The tip of the tang.

@1'"#$ The slope from the $'1$  to the corner of the &+(. .

4%7.' Cord.

4%&.)%A% Ray-skin wrapping on the hilt.

4%:% Scabbard.

4.//% Spacer: the washers between -"+)%  and -"+0% , and -"+0%  and 
#%0%)$ .

4#%)+ A Japanese unit of length, approximately one foot, 30.3 cm.

4#$('7$ The ridge line between the edge and the back.

4#$('7$36$ The flat surface between the "#$('7$  and &+(. .

B%()% Synonym for #%0%)$ .

B "#$( The whole of the sword.

B"+0% The hand-guard between the hilt and the blade.

B"+)% The hilt, the handle as gripped by the swordsman.

B"+)%&%)$ The wrapping on the hilt, usually silk.

>C.(+)$3<(% The two holes in the -"+0%  through which the "%7.'  may be passed.

D')'-. The line at right-angles to the edge, dividing the )$""%)$  from the 
under part.
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